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I don’t think there’s a lot of shocking, under-the-radar stuff anymore that people should be afraid 
of. To me, the big issues are going to be the lack of inventory and the competitive space for that. 
In just about every market, sellers know they’re sitting on a gold mine. The best agents help sellers 
with their exit strategy after selling using their network of professionals across the country. I think 
you’ll see a lot of this network effect that I don’t think happened before. For example, Leading Real 
Estate Companies of the World has grown a lot in the past couple of years because independent 
brokerages need that network.

Remine and Ojo Labs have really taken off because of all the information people put on the internet 
about what they’re doing with and how they’re feeling about their home. Remine’s core product is 
artificial intelligence. It takes existing data, like MLS and neighborhood information, and combines 
it with human data that can be found on the internet.
 
AI will pick up a notch this year as more people search and talk online about their exit strategy for 
their home. The internet age is only in its infancy. Companies will get data on who’s more ready to 
sell, and real estate companies will be better able to target their prospecting as a result.

I think the constant awareness of what our customers are doing has given those who innovated 
during this pandemic time to innovate even more. Zoom is a good example. How many people 
had a Zoom account before the pandemic? But because of it, the fact that my wife, Shay, can 
oversee a nine-figure real estate business in Chicago from Denver is amazing.

nobu hata

Ceo

Denver Metro Association 
of REALTORS®

forMer DireCtor of 
inDustry engagement

National Association  
of REALTORS®
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4Do all you can to create 
your own inventory. 

5Watch for ways to take 
advantage of AI. 

6Keep pushing to innovate. 
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Another big trend is the millennial wave. The median age of home buyers is 33 and has been for 
the last three years. And the biggest population group ranges from 27-32. Those people are here, 
and they want to enter homeownership. That’s been placing added demand on markets.
 
It’s all about having advice ready when these buyers come to you. They might be saying, “I have 
student loans, and I have a salary point of a teacher, so I need a lender who can work with me.” 
Stay on top of things like low down payment programs because having a list of people who can 
help those young adults may be very fortuitous.

Unfortunately, there’s been little movement in the overall homeownership rate of or share 
of home buyers who are minorities. There’s a lot of work being done on that issue, and it’ll 
be incredibly important as we move ahead. I think this gets into the misconceptions and 
unconscious bias everyone holds. It’s about educating yourself where that unconscious bias  
may be so that you can be aware of it as you work with clients and potential clients.

8Be ready to ride the 
millennial wave 

Understand where you may 
have unconscious bias. 9
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I always thought the ibuyer world was a pig-in-a-poke business. Forty-five years ago, my 
first job in the industry was buying homes from companies whose employees had moved. 
Then in the late 1970s and early 1980s, companies began to offer programs saying: “If we 
can’t sell your home, we’ll buy it.” It’s not like ibuyers are new.
 
However, I really do believe traditional brokerage companies will need to partner with 
people who provide ibuyer or bridge loan services like Knock and others. It will need to 
become part of your presentation to every single customer. You’ll be saying: “We have 
options. You can do a traditional sale, you can do ibuying, or we can provide a bridge  
loan or an advance against the sale of your home to fix it up.”
 
I’m encouraging brokers to begin to find partnerships—not to run these off your own 
balance sheet—to offer these services. We’re having fun beating up Zillow because they 
screwed up. They bit the bullet and got out of the ibuyer business, but there are companies 
doing it successfully.

Most brokers have had to increase their employment costs. The cost to get and keep  
good employees has gone up, so you have to be flexible in what you’re paying to keep  
good people.
 
What’s noteworthy is that the RealTrends 500 brokerages had the biggest one-year increase 
in market share in the 30 years we’ve been tracking them as a group. I’ve examined all the 
things brokers did in 2020, and the only big change collectively was that brokers got up  
close and personal in their relationships with agents and staff. They were on video calls 
three to five times a week for three to six months until everybody got Zoom fatigue.
 
Your agents and staff saw and heard more of you than ever before. Don’t stop. Maybe you 
won’t do video calls five times a week; maybe you offer them two to three times a week.  
If agents come, they come. If they don’t, you’ve made the effort. 

G.M. Filisko is a lawyer and freelance writer who specializes in real estate, legal, business, and personal finance topics.

Figure out how to offer your  
own ibuyer experience.  

Keep connecting with  
your team members. 
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Sam DeBorD

Broker and 

Ceo 

Real Estate  
Standards 
Organization

The new year brings a shift in how you do business to comply  

with revised MLS policies and new information related to recent  

     Code of Ethics changes. 

“There’s a consistent mantra, whether  

it’s on the professional standards side  

of the organization or the technology 

MLS side, and that’s transparency,  

accuracy, efficiency, and cooperation,”  

reports Sam DeBord, a broker and CEO  

of Real Estate Standards Organization;  

DeBord is a veteran of NAR policymaking  

committees. “That’s the objective framework, and you hear that mantra  

over and over as member concerns and ideas are vetted and polices  

are developed.

“These changes are about cooperation, particularly in the MLS space,”  

he says. “And they’re consumer oriented, whether it’s because of litigation 

or because that’s what we’ve continually done, which has been to become 

more open and transparent to consumers.”

It’s critical to understand these shifts so that you can comply with them or 

explain them to your team members. “Sometimes agents are laser focused 

on their sphere and business, but you also need to step back,” states 

DeBord. “We know what we do is consumer friendly. We need to show 

the world, not just our clients, that we continue to provide more and more 

information to consumers and that we’ll keep doing that.”

20 Jan/Feb 2022 www.REBInstitute.com
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HOW WE GOT HERE 
 
Some of the revisions to the MLS will 
directly affect your business, while others 
will take place in the background. “These 
have been hard-fought changes,” notes Lynn 
Madison, ABR®, AHWD, CRB, GRI, PSA, 
RENE, SFR®, SRS, designated managing 
broker at Lynn Madison, REALTOR®, and 
Madison Seminars in Schaumburg, Ill.; like 
DeBord, Madison is involved in many NAR 
policymaking committees.
 
“I think a lot of people have realized we 
needed to make these changes for a long 
time,” she says. “Part of the changes are in 
response to the U.S. Department of Justice’s 
actions, and part are because they simply 
needed to be changed. And for NAR,  
change is hard because trying to get 1.5 
million people to buy into the same  
concept isn’t easy.”
 
Madison is referring to an investigation by 
the DOJ that was settled, then unsettled. 
“The investigation covered various MLS 
rules, and we settled it by agreeing to make 
four changes and entering the settlement 
with the court,” reports Katie Johnson, 

NAR’s Chicago-based general counsel and 
chief member experience officer. “The DOJ 
said they’d close the investigation. Then they 
wanted to keep investigating us. With the 
adoption of these changes, we think we did 
what we needed to do, so the DOJ shouldn’t 
be able to investigate us again.”
 
Johnson stresses that because the DOJ 
reneged on the settlement, NAR wasn’t 
obligated to make any revisions to MLSs, 
but it made several anyway. “In the DOJ 
settlement, we agreed to four rule changes 
to MLSs,” she says. “We changed three MLS 
rules even though we weren’t required to do 
that since the DOJ backed out. NAR’s MLS 
committee wants to further investigate the 
potential fourth change.”
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THE SHIFT UNDERWAY 

You can read all about the MLS rules approved at NAR’s Conference & Expo in November 
2021 here. These highlights will help you understand what they mean for your daily business.

MLSs must allow brokers to include the compensation the listing broker is  

offering buyer’s agents on consumer-facing websites and in MLS data feeds. 

MLSs must offer participants a single data feed and a brokerage  

back-office data feed.

1
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DeBord says this change allows both 
flexibility and transparency. “If the broker 
wants to display the buyer’s broker’s 
commission, they can,” he states. “There’s a 
lot of fear about this, but the Northwest MLS 
in Seattle and the California Regional MLS 
in southern California have already displayed 
these publicly, and big brokers have done it, 
too. The practice hasn’t really changed the 
marketplace, but it allows brokers to give 
more information to consumers.”

Madison agrees. “I’m vice chair of our huge 
MLS in Illinois, and all MLSs run differently,” 
she notes. “But most already allow this. Now 
it’s up to the brokerage company to decide 
whether to include it. Buyers are going to 
know how much compensation the brokerage 
company that represents them is making. And 
agents will have to explain their compensation 
and what they do to earn it.”

“Traditionally, brokers and their tech vendors 
were required to go through some clunky  
old processes to get information for their 
website and back-office tools,” explains 
DeBord.  

“This is an efficiency measure. If you use a 
vendor, your vendor can now get that data for  
you through one process. If you’re a brokerage 
that builds its own technology, you can do 
it faster this way.”

MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS
MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS
MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS
MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS
MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS

2
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“Right now on the IDX feed, I may have your 
listings on my website because you’ve agreed to 
allow that,” explains Madison. “It’s called broker 
reciprocity. With this change, I have to say on 
my website, ‘This is ABC Realty’s listing.’”
 
DeBord says consumers can find this 
information themselves with a little digging. 
“If consumers want to talk to the listing agent, 
we should make it easy for them,” he says. 
“If they want to talk to the buyer’s agent, we 
should make that easy, too. Do you want them 
to have to drive to see the sign in the yard 
or to do another internet search to get that 
information? Or do you want them to have 
the best possible experience on your website?”

For Real Estate Professionals 2022 Jan/Feb 23

3

4

MLS participants can’t display that their brokerage services to a buyer 
client or customer are free unless they’ll receive no financial  

compensation from any source. 

“We need to be as honest as possible,” explains 
DeBord. “Buyer brokerage services have value 
and aren’t free. The commission being paid 
to buyer’s brokers is a fact consumers should 
know about.

“Buyers can find this information, so let’s 
display the most accurate information to 
consumers,” he adds. “We’re being pushed 
as an industry to be more transparent, and 
we can be proactive about that or we can be 
pushed. This is about being proactive.”

IDX displays must identify the listing firm and an email or phone number 
provided by the listing participant. 

ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS
ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS
ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS
ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS
ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS ETHICS
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This is a big change for many agents, says 
Madison, which is why she’s spreading the 
word. “I hear from agents all the time: ‘I just 
tell buyers I do all this for them and that it 
doesn’t cost them anything,’” she explains. 
“My response is, ‘You’re lying to them, and 
you just put the value of your serves at zero.’

“I’m talking about this to every broker I know 
—that they have to train their agents on this 
and that agents have to stop saying that,” notes 
Madison. “Explain to buyers what you do and 
why you’re worth the cost. The best agents 
already do this.”

“Before this change, if I were pulling listings 
to show to my buyer, with some MLSs, I could 
exclude listings that weren’t offering me at 
least X percent of commission,” explains 
Madison. “Maybe it’s Grope and Fumble 
Real Estate that always offers me 1 percent 
commission. Now I can’t eliminate that 
brokerage’s name from searches or leave  
them off my IDX feeds.”

This goes back to the fundamentals of 
transparency and cooperation for DeBord. “If 
you agree to participate in the MLS, you agree 
to share listings, and everyone should get 
the benefits of participating in the MLS,” he 
states. “More than that, consumers should see 
the full power and value of the MLS. When 
we’re giving them restricted views of what 
MLS inventory looks like, we’re degrading  
the MLS experience.”

MLS participants can’t filter out or restrict listings searchable by consumers 

based on the level of compensation offered to the cooperating broker or the name 

of a brokerage or agent. 

5
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Do you have to do anything to implement 
these updates? “Your website vendor will have 
to make changes,” notes DeBord. “The MLS 
will give them instructions on where the new 
data is. If you’re running your own website or 
building your own technology, you need to 
talk to your MLS. Some changes are optional, 
while others are required.
 
“Be sure to check your website and marketing 
materials to see if you’re advertising your 
services as free,” DeBord adds. “You’ll also 
need to paint the picture to your agents or 
team members of what’s happening in the 

industry so they understand the broader 
landscape in which they’re operating.”
 
DeBord says all these changes simply 
solidify the fact that the MLS system 
provides exceptional service to consumers. 
“I believe REALTORS® should be showing 
consumers why the MLS is the greatest 
real estate marketplace in the world,” he 
notes. “It’s the most complete, transparent, 
and liquid marketplace in the world. 
International participants come to us all the 
time to learn about MLSs, and those are the 
words that come out of their mouths, not ours.”

CODE EVOLVES WITH THE MLS

For Real Estate Professionals 2022 Jan/Feb 25

Bruce ayDt 
DSA, ABR®, CRB, 
GREEN, SFR®, SRS 

Lawyer and 

owner 

Real Estate Education 
Resources LLC

St. Louis, Mo.

NAR’s Code of Ethics is also evolving. “Look 
at what we did with Standard of Practice 10-5 
last year and the continuing work with that,” 
suggests Bruce Aydt, DSA, ABR, CRB, GREEN,  
SFR, SRS, who’s a lawyer and the owner of  
Real Estate Education Resources LLC in  
St. Louis. “Those deal not only with 
transparency but also make sure we’re  
in tune with and on top of fair housing  
issues, as well as providing equal opportunity 
and equal service in our profession.”
 
SOP 10-5 prohibits harassing speech, hate 
speech, epithets, or slurs based on race, color, 
religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national 
origin, sexual orientation, or gender identity.  
“I certainly think REALTORS® are accountable 
in a way they haven’t been before in terms 
of their social media activities and being 
consistent with fair housing goals of providing 
equal service to everybody,” says Aydt.

To help you understand SOP 10-5, 
professional standards pros, including Aydt, 
recently created resources illustrating how 
it applies in the real world. “We passed four 
case interpretations of situations that may 
or may not be a violation of the code,” he 
explains. “They’re fact specific, but there 
are two ideas behind these. One is the use 
of harassing speech on the basis of political 
affiliation. There’s no violation when 

http://nar.realtor/about-nar/governing-documents/code-of-ethics/2022-code-of-ethics-standards-of-practice
http://nar.realtor/about-nar/governing-documents/code-of-ethics/2021-code-of-ethics-standards-of-practice
http://nar.realtor/code-of-ethics-and-arbitration-manual/case-interpretations-related-to-article-10
http://nar.realtor/code-of-ethics-and-arbitration-manual/case-interpretations-related-to-article-10
http://nar.realtor/about-nar/governing-documents/code-of-ethics/2022-code-of-ethics-standards-of-practice
http://nar.realtor/about-nar/governing-documents/code-of-ethics/2021-code-of-ethics-standards-of-practice
http://nar.realtor/code-of-ethics-and-arbitration-manual/case-interpretations-related-to-article-10
http://nar.realtor/code-of-ethics-and-arbitration-manual/case-interpretations-related-to-article-10
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someone is slamming another political party 
or something like that. That’s not related to 
protected classes.
 
“On the other hand, we just passed a case 
related to a REALTOR®’s choice of a photo 
that contained a confederate flag—though it’s 
not based on a specific case,” continues Aydt. 
“The confederate flag was displayed at the 
home, and the agent used a photo in the MLS 
in which it was included. Based on the Fair 
Housing Act, that was found to be a violation 
of not only 10-5 but also SOP 10-3, which 
deals with stating a preference in advertising.”
 
Aydt notes two other issues that were passed 
at the 2021 November meetings, one to 
dovetail with an MLS update. “SOP 12-1 has 
been consolidated into a simple statement,” 
he explains. “Essentially, you can’t represent 
that your services are free or that any services 
you provide are free unless you receive no 
compensation from any source for those 
services.”
 
The second is a change parallel to a revision 
to SOP 1-7 adopted in 2020. “Both related to 
confirmations and affirmations that offers 
and counteroffers have been presented,” 

explains Aydt. “SOP 1-7 changed in 2020 to 
say that if the cooperating broker requests 
it in writing, the listing broker must give an 
affirmation that either the offer was presented 
or that the seller refused to review the offer. 
In November, SOP 1-8, which deals with 
counteroffers, was also amended,” he adds. “If 
the listing broker requests it, the cooperating 
broker has to give confirmation that a 
counteroffer was presented.
 
“In the very competitive markets we’ve had 
over the last few years, these are intended to 
give a vehicle to both cooperating brokers and 
listing brokers to get a confirmation that the 
counteroffer or offer was presented,” notes 
Aydt. “In a very competitive market, someone 
loses out, and the natural question is, ‘Did 
you even present my offer?’ Agents can at 
least get something in writing from the other 
broker that says they presented the offer.”
 
Aydt believes these changes will help consumers 
nationwide. “The Code of Ethics is seeing 
consumer-friendly transparency changes 
overall,” he says. “Without a doubt.”

G.M. Filisko is a lawyer and freelance writer who specializes 
in real estate, legal, business, and personal finance topics.
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CRB and SRS designees are networking with peers, discovering new business
opportunities, and learning through interactive discussion -- all in The SOURCE!

VIRTUAL communities

Connect with your peers.  Find, connect, and expand your business with designees
worldwide.

Talk shop.  Utilize your fellow designees as a sounding board for business questions,
challenges, and discussion.

Cut through the clutter.  Content in The SOURCE is tailored to you and transcends the
chaos of other networking platforms to allow for rich and engaging professional
interactions with your designated peers only.

Never miss a beat.  Stay current on the latest news, events, and reminders from REBI.

The Referral Network, exclusively for CRB and SRS designees, is your go-to place for
exchanging referrals around the world!  The network helps expand your business
opportunities and show case your individual expertise.

REFERRAL network

Search capabilities.  We know that specialties help define your expertise, language is
vital for client communication, and that your market is more than your zip code.  That's
why The SOURCE allows you to search by specialty, language, and geographical area.

Put your clients in good hands.  Search capabilities ensure that you find an agent or
broker that's tailored to your client's unique needs

Head over to The Source today and update your profile
so you don't miss an opportunity!  Visit TheSOURCE.REBInstitute.com.

https://www.rebinstitute.com/REBI/The-Source.aspx
https://thesource.rebinstitute.com/
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Tech to Implement and  

Tech to Uninstall in 2022 

Your peers say if you’re not already using these nine tools,  

it’s time to start. And they suggest you put four tools  

on your “pay no mind” list. 

Technology

If you’re like the vast majority of agents, 
you’ve adopted some technology to make 
your business better, but you’re probably  
not using all the latest and best tech. And  
you might even be using tech you should  
have shelved a while ago. 
 
So what technology should you get serious 
about adding to your business in 2022? And 
what tech should you leave by the wayside? 
Keep reading.

9 tools you should be using

1. Marketing collateral tools 
“If there’s one thing every agent needs, it’s 
some form of marketing,” says Nicky Taveras, 
owner of DNT Home Buyers in Woodbridge, 
N.J. “Some more-established agents can afford 
to hire a marketing expert or even a team, but 
that’s not the case for everyone. The cost of a 
graphic designer’s services, for example, can 
be very high because it takes a lot of work and 
practice to create something that brings results. 

“For that reason, I can’t recommend Canva 
enough,” he adds. “I use the free account— 

not even the one you have to pay for. I’m not  
a ‘design guy,’ so I’ll take any help I can get.  
I use it because it helps make all my materials 
look professional, and I think other agents 
would benefit from using marketing collateral 
tools more.”

2. QR codes 

“I invest in land and real estate, which means I 
get to work with real estate agents all the time,” 
says Bob Scott, founder of Sell Land in St. Louis. 
“One of the essential techs for agents I’ve seen 
produce results is a QR code. It takes up only 
a small space, usually on lawn signs, business 
cards, and flyers, and it’s an easy way to connect 
to potential buyers without overwhelming them. 
With one click, interested people can be linked 
to specific content on the internet.”

3. Automated showings 
“Embrace showing automation platforms,” 
suggests Khari Washington, broker of 1st  
United Realty & Mortgage in Riverside,  
Calif. “One example is ShowingTime, but  
all of these platforms allow you to focus on 
other things while having your showings  
set up automatically.”

https://www.rebinstitute.com
https://www.rebinstitute.com/
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Technology

4. Blockchain 
“This is a relatively new technology, which 
is why industries other than those in fintech 
are hesitant to use it,” reports Tom Cafarella, 
broker-owner and founder of Ocean City 
Development in Wakefield, Mass. “But the 
implications and use of blockchain are far 
and wide, and in real estate, it can be a game-
changer. It can be used to ensure payments 
go through with transparency and that there’s 
no tampering. Moreover, it can allow the 
transaction of fractional properties, which  
is a highly complex process.”

5. Virtual reality
“Tech I’ve used since the beginning of the 
pandemic includes virtual reality and virtual 
tours,” says Ron Wysocarski, broker/CEO  
at Wyse Home Team in Port Orange, Fla.  

“Virtual tours enhance the property search 
experience and, with a little help from drones, 
you can add an aerial shot of the property.” 

Dan Beaulieu, an agent and founder of 
Burlington House Buyers in Vermont, agrees. 
“Through VR, you can give a 360-degree 
view of both the exterior and interior of the 
property,” he says. “Moreover, you can also 
virtually stage listings, giving buyers the full 
experience of what it would be like to live in 
the house. The pandemic has shown us the 
importance of doing things virtually, so it’s  
high time agents adopt this technology.”
 
Taking a contrary view on VR is Phillip Salem, 
an agent at Compass in New York City, even 
putting it on the “forget it” list. “VR is definitely 
a tech tool that’s become a thing of the past,”  
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Technology

he says. “As it was adopted more and more  
over the year to market listings, it wasn’t always 
as effective as some had hoped. The software 
and hardware needed to develop, and effectively 
using this tool tends to be quite pricey. It was a 
bit dizzying when using the headset to view  
the VR.” 

6. Cloud services and file sharing 
“These services offer convenience, allowing 
you to store important property information 
in the cloud with no chance of the information 
leaking,” says Keith Sant, owner of Kind House 
Buyers in Graham, Wash. “They also eliminate 
any need to email documents back and forth 
between clients. You can also use Google  
docs to edit and share your files with clients  
or other agents, and it also provides for real-
time chatting.”

7. Local groups on social media 
“Find a niche and market yourself on social 
media,” advises Denise Supplee, co-founder 
of SparkRental and a property manager with 
Long & Foster in Buckingham, Pa. “There’s 
much competition in real estate, but if you focus 
on one or a few specialties, such as first-time 
homebuyers, investors, or seniors, you’re more 
apt to get noticed.
 
“Don’t just create a Facebook page and then 
do nothing,” she adds. “Join local groups and 
post information. I find at least a question or a 
request for a real estate professional posted each 
day in my local groups. Answer these questions 
with no expectation. The more helpful you can 
be, rather than pushing your services, the better. 
Also post funny memes and a weekly question. 
All of this produces interaction.”

8. CRMs 
“More and more agents are getting better about 
using a contact relationship management 
system, but there are still tons who don’t,” states 
Link Moser, broker/owner of Experience Homes 
Group in New Hampshire. “Using a CRM to 
organize and manage your relationships has 
proven time and time again to increase your 
sales and reduce the risk of things falling 
through the cracks. 
 
“A good CRM helps you keep track of 
conversations and develop relationships in  
what is very much a relationship-driven 
business,” he adds. “The marketplace is littered 
with CRM systems, many of which are real 
estate specific. Personally, I’m a fan of Followup 
Boss because it’s easy enough that I use it and 
track all my leads and contacts in one place.  
But the best one is the one you’ll use.”

9. Autotexting 
“Any good agent has developed a great referral 
network, and with that network, you need to 
effectively communicate en masse,” says Rob 
Carrillo, property manager at Century 21 
Haggerty in El Paso, Texas. “Twilio is a great, 
inexpensive platform to set up your regular SMS 
messaging. Marketing emails are easily filtered 
into spam and promotional folders that end 
up in oblivion, but text messages are regularly 
checked. And Twilio is a much more budget-
friendly option than websites that offer mass 
text services for a monthly fee.”
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4 tools to let go

Industry and tech pros also say these four tools 
should disappear from your business: 

1. Direct mail 
 “It’s time to ditch that ancient method of direct 
mail marketing,” says Carillo. “It’s costly and 
forgettable. Most fliers go straight to the trash 
without even a glance. And marketing experts 
say that direct mail that’s looked at needs to 
be seen at least three times before it makes an 
impression, making this way too expensive for 
very little return.”

2. Email marketing 
“There’s a lot of debate in marketing spaces  
over whether email marketing is losing its 
touch,” says Cafarella. “You should probably  
let go of these tools before they become obsolete 
and you’re left to find a more effective alternate 
while the rest of the industry has already moved 
on. Marketing in the real estate sector is about 
personalization, which is very arduous to do 
through email. A powerful marketing tool 
integrated with a robust CRM is enough to 
replace email marketing any day.” 
 
Liz Hutz, co-owner of Cash Home Buyers NC, 
agrees. “If you bombard prospective clients  
with emails about your services, they’re bound 
to get annoyed, creating the exact opposite 
effect you intend,” she notes. “People won’t  
want to do business with you if they see a 
notification from you every time they look  
at their phone or computer.”

Technology

3. IDX websites for new agents“I just started 
real estate in May 2021,” reports Joshua Mayer, 
an agent at Haymore Real Estate in Sierra Vista, 
Ariz. “Of course, I started reading every article 
and listening to every podcast I could.
 
“I was amazed by how many would push for 
new agents to spend hundreds of dollars a 
month for an IDX website,” he says. “But as a 
new agent, you can’t compete against Zillow, 
realtor.com, Redfin, or big-name agents in your 
area who spend thousands for advertisements.
 
“Instead, look for other ways to maximize your 
online presence,” advises Mayer. “Social media 
is often the easier way to go. Look at what those 
big names are doing and then either do the 
same advertisements, with your own flavor, or 
see where they’re not advertising and go there. 
There are a lot of other websites out there that 
will serve as a great landing page and also offer 
an IDX option as well.”

4. Faxing
“Never ask for anyone to fax you anything,” 
advises Washington. “Faxes are out of date. 
Most offices don’t even have fax machines 
anymore.”
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We could talk for hours about how to do a 
better listing presentation. Instead, let’s narrow 
our focus to just the nuts and bolts. Here, your 
peers explain how long your meeting with 
potential sellers should last, what to say and 
what to not say, and finally what materials to 
leave behind.

Timing is everything

How much time should you ask sellers to block 
off so that you can get the listing presentation 
job done but not overstay your welcome? An 
hour seems to be the norm—that’s how long it 
takes Michael Shapot, a lawyer and associate 
broker at Keller Williams NYC in New York—
though some of your colleagues go shorter or 
even longer.

• “The total appointment should be  
 no  longer than 60 minutes, which   
 includes touring the house and   
 presenting,” says Ryan Waller, who   
 teams with his wife Beth at HomeGroup  
 Realty Inc. in Guelph, Canada. “The   
 listing portion should be 30 minutes  
 at most.”

 How long is too long? “There’s no right  
 answer here,” says Waller. “It comes  

 down to knowing your audience. Body  
  language and responses will tell you  
 a lot about a person. If your seller  
 keeps  looking at their watch or their  
 phone, wrap it up. If the seller is telling  
 you updates on mechanicals, is curious  
 about marketing, and is asking questions,  
 stay as long as they need you to.”

• “The length of our listing presentations  
 varies wildly,” states Khari Washington,  
 broker at 1st United Realty & Mortgage  
 in Riverside, Calif. “Every client is  
 different, and you need to be able to  
 tailor your presentation to your client.  
 There are some essentials to every  
 production that I’d say take at least 20  
 minutes, and any presentation that goes  
 beyond an hour is too long.”

• “Listing presentations have helped me  
 greatly in the past, but it took me some  
 time to get them just right,” explains  
 Jonathan Christie, CEO of The Property  
 Buying Co. in London. “They need to  
 be short and sweet and highlight exactly  
 what you can offer that will make sellers  
 want to use your services over others. A  
 good length is between 15 and 20  
 minutes. Anything shorter may hinder  

ListingStrategies

Do Tell: Agents Share the Mechanics 

of Their Listing Presentation

How long should your listing presentation take?  

What must you cover? What should you skip  

and simply cover with leave-behinds?
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 your ability to fit everything in, and  
 anything longer will have potential  
 clients sleeping in their chairs.”

• “It’s important to remember that every  
 seller is different, so following a formula  
 isn’t a good idea when it comes to making  
 a presentation,” notes Chris McGuire,   
 founder of Real Estate Exam Ninja  
 and a licensed agent in six states. “Each  
 seller has their own unique circumstances  
 and requirements, and it’s your job to  
 identify and cater to them. Having said  
 that, generally, I think 40 to 60 minutes  

 is enough time to highlight the most  
 important details, leaving time to answer  
 questions or comments from sellers.”

• “Show up early to drive around the   
 neighborhood and become familiar  
 with the properties, landmarks, parks,  
 and schools,” recommends Michael  
 Montgomery, founder of Rev Real Estate  
 School in Calgary, Canada. “This will  
 ensure that you’re coming across as the  
 most knowledgeable agent. Once you’ve  
 entered the property, request the tour  
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 first. This allows you to build rapport and  
 trust while understanding the property.

 “Expect to spend one to two hours,” he  
 says. “Your presentation should take 45  
 minutes, and you should leave a lot of  
 time for the tour. Don’t rush the tour;  
 this is your time to compliment sellers  
 on their property and provide tips.”

What do cover or skip

Your colleagues say there’s information you 
absolutely, positively should and shouldn’t 
discuss when you’re face to face with sellers.

• “We find that bringing a one-page sample  
 calendar is a great way to get through  
 the must-haves, and we leave behind the  
 rest,” says Waller. “The calendar provides  
 a visual timeline for discussion and  
 explains when all the key items—such  
 as when staging, when the sign goes on  
 the lawn, when photos are taken, when  
 the listing launches, and so on—will  
 take place. Our client feedback is that   
 this is very helpful in understanding 
 the process.

 “Comparable sales also play a key role,  
 but depending on when the listing is   
 happening, they may not be relevant to  
 the conversation,” he adds. “Play this  
 by ear. We  don’t cover the things we  
 leave behind.”

• “Begin with the client showing you  
 around the property,” recommends  
 Washington. “During this tour, you  
 should be getting to know the client  
 and their expectations. Once you  
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 know what the client wants, you should  
 tailor your presentation to those   
 essentials. Almost all of our presentations  
 cover what we can offer, our experience,  
 our enthusiasm to get the job done, the  
 surrounding market, the specific house,  
 and the price and terms.”

• “There are certain things I always cover  
 in the hour I spend at the appointment,”  
 explains Shapot. “What makes me  
 different, how my difference benefits my  
 clients, the tools and techniques I employ  
 to ensure successful sales—meaning sales  
 for the best price, with an on-time  
 closing, and with the least stress— 
 pricing options and strategies, and  
 my compensation structure.”
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• “Always start with a brief but descriptive  
 introduction that highlights your skills  
 as an agent, and stick to data and  
 statistics that make you stand out,”  
 advises Christie. “Be specific in how  
 you can help sell the home by telling   
 sellers exactly how many houses you’ve  
 sold in the area. Starting off strong is 
 a  good way to keep sellers interested.

 “The body of your presentation should  
 be  loaded with statistics and concrete  
 examples, always keeping your audience  
 in mind,” he adds. “Although analytics  
 may excite you, for most people, too  
 many confusing numbers is a turnoff.  
 Add in testimonials from previous  
 clients, case studies, as well as your   
 particular marketing strategies and 
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 how they’ve worked for you in the past.  
 Don’t simply talk yourself up; concrete   
 data and proof of sales will highlight your  
 skills in a more humble way.”

• “A good presentation should always  
 include an insightful CMA, a detailed  
 marketing plan with potential  
 contingencies, and client success stories  
 that show your credibility and expertise  
 as an agent,” says McGuire. “And I’d  
 strongly recommend always avoiding  
 talking about other agents or firms  
 competing with you, especially if it’s to  
 make yourself look better; listings are   
 won through research, knowledge,  
 and skills, not by speaking ill of your   
 fellow professionals.”

Leave a little something

What’s the best way to have potential clients 
thinking about you and what you’ve discussed 
after you’re gone? “Leave behind your listing 
presentation package, examples of your 
marketing, market statistics, and your bio,” 
advises Montgomery.

 For Waller, it’s about being no-pressure.  
“Leave the contract behind and mention that 
you’re doing so,” he suggests. “It implies that 
you’re ready but that you respect that they 
want to read the contract.

 “It may also be worth leaving behind a one-
pager about your marketing, if that’s applicable,” 
advises Waller. “Sellers will read that and 
compare your marketing to others’. Also leave 
more information about you as the professional 
and what sets you apart. Don’t waste valuable 
presentation time talking about how great an 
agent you are—the seller doesn’t care.”
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John’s Favorite Sales Meetings:  
Do You Have the Right GAS  
in Your Tank?

Category: Professional Development/motivation

Materials needed: Handouts included with 
meeting materials, flip chart

Estimated time: 15-20 minutes

PowerPoint available: Yes

Meeting objective: To help your team look 
toward the future and a fresh new start for 
this new year. Agents will also evaluate their 
personal lives using the acronym GAS. Goals, 
attitude, and selectiveness must all be present 
for a real estate professional to succeed.

INTRODUCTION TO TODAY’S MEETING 

Begin the meeting by providing Handout 1-A  
to your group. Read its “new beginnings” quotes 
to your team. Be sure to remind your group that 
it’s a new year and a time for new beginnings.

John D. Mayfield 
ABR®, CIPS, CRBsm, C-RETS, 

e-Pro, GRIsm, RENE, SRS

New beginnings quotes:

“No river can return to its source, yet all rivers must 
have a beginning.”—Proverb
 
“When there is a start to be made, don’t step over! 
Start where you are.”—Edgar Cayce

“You will never reach your goal until you start to 
take action, any action.”—Byron Pulsifer,  
from Take Action; Don’t Procrastinate

“The secret to a rich life is to have more beginnings 
than endings.”—Dave Weinbaum

“Almost everything comes from nothing.” 
—Henry F. Amiel

“One step must start each journey.” 
—Author unknown, from Just One

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is 
progress, and working together is success.”—Henry Ford 

Note: On occasion, we’ll re-run a column of John’s we  
believe is worth repeating, whether it’s because so many 
new people are consistently entering the business or because 
experienced agents sometimes benefit from friendly  
reminders of information they may have let slip from the 
top of their mind. We think this column achieves both goals.
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“There will come a time when you believe 
everything is finished. That will be the 
beginning.”—Louis L’Amour

“All glory comes from daring to begin.” 
—Eugene F. Ware

“Making the beginning is one third of  
the work.”—Irish proverb

“Small opportunities are often the beginning  
of great enterprises.”—Demosthenes

 STEP 1

Ask your team if they believe they have the  
right GAS in their tank for this year. Explain  
to your agents that you’re using an acronym  
for the word gas to describe three things that 
need to be present in their lives if they want 
to make this year the best year possible as real 
estate professionals. 

Write on your flip chart or use the PowerPoint 
to discuss the following points. Note: If you’re 
using a flip chart, write one letter or word at a 
time with each sales meeting step.

• Goals—Your goals will give you a vision.

• Attitude—Positive speech will give you   
 the right attitude.

• Selective—Be selective in whom you   
 associate with and what you watch,   
 listen to, read, and do on a daily basis.

 STEP 2

Talk to your group for a moment in a casual 
setting about what it means to have a vision. 
Write the responses on the flip chart. Possible 
answers could be:

• Direction
• Focus
• A road map

Remind the group that their vision must go 
beyond the basics and to pay attention to the 
details of their daily lives. Read the following 
story from Living Beyond Mediocrity by 
Charles Swindoll, World Books, 1987:

“I have in mind the ability to see above and 
beyond the majority. I am reminded of the 
eagle, which has eight times as many visual cells 
per cubic centimeter than does a human. This 
translates into rather astounding abilities. For 
example, flying at 600 feet elevation, an eagle can 
spot an object the size of a dime moving through 
six-inch grass. The same creature can see three-
inch fish jumping in a lake five miles away. Eagle-
like people can envision what most would miss. 
Visionary people see beyond the hum-drum of 
everyday activities into future possibilities.”

Ask or let your group ponder these questions/
thoughts:

• What do you see when you notice homes  
 for sale in the market? Opportunities?  
 More income?

• What do you see when agents haven’t  
 renewed their license for this year? Less   
 competition? More business opportunities?

• What do you see when an old year has  
 left us and a new one has only just begun?  
 New beginnings? A fresh start?

Encourage your group to have eagle-like vision 
for this year in everything they do. Think 
positively. Look for new opportunities with the 
right vision. Make sure your group has set goals 
for this year, and put them in writing.
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 STEP 3

Tell your agents that the second word included 
with the GAS acronym stands for attitude. 
Having the right and proper attitude makes  
all the difference in the world. Tell the  
following story:

There was a Greek poet named Hermesianex 
who lived approximately 400 years before Jesus 
Christ. Unfortunately, there’s not much known 
about this man except a four-word phrase he 
used quite often: “As within, so without.” In 
other words, he was saying this: The attitude 
you possess within determines external 
attractions. Or what you possess within yourself 
will normally equate to the quality of your life.”

The real question for everyone is this: How do 
we get the right attitude? Positive speech and 
quotes are one way. Many times we can say 
something, but in our hearts, we don’t believe it.
Provide Handout 2-A to your team to review 
the following “success quotes.” Encourage your 
group to read these success quotes on a daily 
basis.

You might also use this time for agents to 
write on a blank sheet of paper several positive 
affirmations on why they’re successful real 
estate professionals and suggest they carry their 
affirmations with them and review them daily.

Your agents need to understand and realize that 
speaking positive words on a regular basis will 
help them develop the right attitude.

Note: The success quotes are also loaded on the 
website under the “bonus resources” section 
if you need to print them out in the future for 
your sales team.

Success quotes 

“Try not to be a man of success, but rather to be  
a man of value.”—Albert Einstein

“Motivation will almost always beat mere 
talent.”—Norman R. Augustine

“Unless a man undertakes more than he possibly 
can do, he will never do all that he can.” 
—Henry Drummond

“They may forget what you said, but they will 
never forget how you make them feel.” 
—Carol Buchner

“Footprints on the sands of time are not made  
by sitting down.”—Unknown

“Greatness lies not in being strong, but in the  
right use of strength.”—Henry Ward Beecher

“A mind troubled by doubt cannot focus on the 
course to victory.”—Arthur Golden

“Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible 
objections must first be overcome.” 
—Samuel Johnson

“Do what you can, with what you have, where 
you are.”—Theodore Roosevelt

“It is time for us to stand and cheer for the doer, 
the achiever, the one who recognizes the challenge 
and does something about it.”—Vince Lombardi

“One never notices what has been done; one can 
only see what remains to be done.”—Marie Curie

“Any coward can fight a battle when he’s sure of 
winning; but give me the man who has the pluck 
to fight when he’s sure of losing.”—George Eliot
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“Many of life’s failures are people who did not 
realize how close they were to success when  
they gave up.”—Thomas Edison 

“A leader is one who knows the way, goes the  
way, and shows the way.”—John C. Maxwell

“The art of being wise is knowing what to 
overlook.”—William James

“Obstacles are those frightful things you see when 
you take your eyes off your goal.”—Henry Ford

“After the game, the king and the pawn go into 
the same box.”—Italian proverb

“Character is like a tree and reputation like its 
shadow. The shadow is what we think of it; the 
tree is the real thing.”—Abraham Lincoln

“What would you attempt to do if you knew you 
would not fail?”—Robert Schuller

“We never know how far reaching something we 
may think, say or do today will affect the lives of 
millions tomorrow.”—B.J. Palmer

“The superior man is modest in his speech, but 
exceeds in his actions.”—Confucius

“What comes out of you when you are squeezed  
is what is inside you.”—Wayne Dyer

“Empowerment is all about letting go so that 
others can get going.”—Kenneth Blanchard

“Too many people overvalue what they are not and 
undervalue what they are.”—Malcolm Forbes

“Anger makes you smaller, while forgiveness  
forces you to grow beyond what you were.” 
—Cherie Carter-Scott
 

“The tragedy in life doesn’t lie in not reaching 
your goal. The tragedy lies in having no goal to 
reach.”—Benjamin Mays

“Victory belongs to the most persevering.” 
—Napoleon

“To make our way, we must have firm resolve, 
persistence, tenacity. We must gear ourselves to 
work hard all the way. We can never let up.” 
—Ralph Bunche

“Though no one can go back and make a brand 
new start, anyone can start from now and make  
a brand new ending.”—Anonymous

“Success is never final. Failure is never fatal. 
Courage is what counts.”—Sir Winston Churchill

 STEP 4

The final letter in our GAS acronym is S, and 
it represents selective. You might explain to the 
group that S could stand for systems, too, since 
all successful agents have systems in place for 
their businesses. But today, you want to focus  
on being selective.

Ask or let your group ponder these questions:

• What are you watching on television?

• What books are you reading?

• How are you managing your time?

• With whom are you associating?

Remind agents that being selective about many 
of these items and other areas of their lives helps 
mold and shape the kind of person they are, their 
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Handout 1-A
Success Quotes

“No river can return to its source, yet all rivers must have a beginning.”—Proverb
 

“When there is a start to be made, don’t step over! Start where you are.”—Edgar Cayce

“You will never reach your goal until you start to take action, any action.” 
—Byron Pulsifer from Take Action; Don’t Procrastinate

“The secret to a rich life is to have more beginnings than endings.”—Dave Weinbaum

“Almost everything comes from nothing.”—Henry F. Amiel

“One step must start each journey.”—Author unknown, from Just One

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and working together is success.” 
—Henry Ford 

“There will come a time when you believe everything is finished. That will be the beginning.” 
—Louis L’Amour

“All glory comes from daring to begin.”—Eugene F. Ware

“Making the beginning is one third of the work.”—Irish proverb

“Small opportunities are often the beginning of great enterprises.”—Demosthenes
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          Handout 2-A (cont.)
Success Quotes

 

“Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes  
off your goal.”—Henry Ford

“After the game, the king and the pawn go into the same box.”—Italian proverb

“Character is like a tree and reputation like its shadow. The shadow is  
what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.”—Abraham Lincoln

“What would you attempt to do if you knew you would not fail?” 
—Robert Schuller

“We never know how far reaching something we may think, say or do today  
will affect the lives of millions tomorrow.”—B.J. Palmer

“The superior man is modest in his speech, but exceeds in his actions.”
—Confucius

“What comes out of you when you are squeezed is what is inside you.”
—Wayne Dyer

“Empowerment is all about letting go so that others can get going.”
—Kenneth Blanchard

“Too many people overvalue what they are not and undervalue what they are.” 
—Malcolm Forbes

“Anger makes you smaller, while forgiveness forces you to grow beyond what you were.” 
—Cherie Carter-Scott

“The tragedy in life doesn’t lie in not reaching your goal.  
The tragedy lies in having no goal to reach.” 

—Benjamin Mays

“Victory belongs to the most persevering.”—Napoleon

“To make our way, we must have firm resolve, persistence, tenacity. We must gear  
ourselves to work hard all the way. We can never let up.”—Ralph Bunche

“Though no one can go back and make a brand new start, anyone can start from now  
and make a brand new ending.”—Anonymous

“Success is never final. Failure is never fatal. Courage is what counts.” 
—Sir Winston Churchill
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